


Sothys l’Excellence Française 

The Spa La Villa Port d’Antibes
by Sothys

In the heart of the old town of Antibes, a few steps from
the port,and nestled within our hotel, lies the essential
address for your beauty and well-being getaways. This
setting is dedicated to your escape and the pleasure of
your senses.

Our bubble of serenity is made up of 3 treatment cabins
“including a duo cabin”, a hammam, a sensory shower, a
heated outdoor pool, and a relaxation and herbal room.

Sothys was the name that the ancient Egyptians had given to a star of dazzling
clarity. It is this star thatbecame the goddess that has inspired the brand since 1946
in its constant search for beauty and exclusive methods.  

Sothys is :

-Produced in France within a factory, a laboratory, and
with 4 hectares of gardens in the heart of Corrèze

-A responsible beauty that respects the skin and the
environment, with an exigent pact for it’s formulas

-A brand exclusively practiced by professional spas
technicians that are regularly trained in the specialized
techniques 

-The unique possibility of finding our cabin products in
convenient containers to continue the benefits of your
care at home

 Tél : 0422580412



Dream Day SPA      125€ / 1 person  -  220€ / 2 people

*Dream Morning SPA
A breakfast buffet

1 hour access to the wellness area
1 personalized treatment 50 minutes

*Relaxing Afternoon 
1 hour access to the wellness area

1 personalized treatment of 50 minutes
1 signature cocktail ou 1 glass of champagne served at the lounge bar

Our offers
The SPA Moment      80€ / 1 person - 135€ / 2 person

 
1 hour access to the wellness area

1  30-minute treatment of your choice

The Wellness Cure      470€ (value 600€)

5 accesses of 1 hour to the wellness area
3 personalized treatment of 50 minutes

2 facial treatments of your choice of 45 minutes



La Vie en Rose   
« Secret of excellence » face + body ritual.
An exceptional treatment with rose stem cells and precious porcelain flower oil for
a dazzlingly fresh complexion and a regenerated, firmed and hydrated body.

Treasure Island 
A face ritual + body « instant Cocooning » ritual. 
A personalized facial treatment based on your skin diagnosis combined with a
relaxing massage of the back of the body for a rejuvenated face and a relaxed body.

South Seas 
Inspired by ancestral Indonesia, this exotic treatment combines massage rituals and
relaxing breathing techniques to rebalance energies.
Ideal to relax in complete serenity.

The Route to India        
With an alliance of mind and body, dive into the heart of an Ayurvedic massage. 
A Massage with spicy essences and a melting wrap. Our specific smoothing
techniques will help you let go and reconnect with yourself

My Massage 
A fully personalized massage, just ask our spa practitioners for advice or how to mix
the pleasures by creating your own definition of the perfect massage!

Choose your ideal texture (Nourishing oil, Soft and lush cream, or Melting wax) and
your perfume of choice.

 

Our Signature treatments
All our signature treatments entitle you to 1 hour of access to our wellness area

Citron &
petitgrain

Fleur d'oranger &
bois de cèdre

Cannelle &
gingembre

Sothys
homme

Soin de
saison

 2h30        275€

 1h15        140€

 1h       110€

 50mm        95€

 50mm        115€



Radiance face care: Gives your skin an express boost of radiance.
Comfort Back Treatment : Release tension from your back.
Relaxing Leg Care : Restores lightness and boosts circulation.
Star Massage : Specific massage of the skull, neck and trapezius muscles, ideal for
relieving stress.
Plantar reflexology : Relaxing massage of the feet

A new and unique concept, combining chronobiology and indulgence to reveal the
radiance of the skin every season.
Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter, for each season Sothys offers an alloy of
different fragrances, fresh or gourmet, fruity or spicy !
These treatments offer a real bowl of oxygen, combined with a cocktail of minerals
to boost the defenses before winter and a cocktail of vitamins to revitalize it as
summer approaches.
Because our body does not have the same needs depending on the time of year, we
will give you these unique treatments tuned to the natural rhythms and needs of our
skin.

The Preludes of the Villa
Set of treatments specifically designed to allow you an

introduction to the world of our SPA
 30mn         55€

Over the seasons by Sothys
Limited edition

Seasonal facial treatment    
Seasonal body treatment 
Conbined seasonal face+body
treatment

45mn       85€
45mn       95€

 
1h30      155€

With this treatment enjoy 1 hour of access
to the wellness area offered



« Secret of excellence » face ritual 
A unique treatment with rose stem cells and precious porcelain flower oil for a dazzlingly
fresh complexion and regenerated skin from the first session.

Energizing treatment
A detoxifying and de-polluting treatment for a luminous and purified complexion. This
treatment breathes new life into the skin and helps it to defend itself in all circumstances
against the harmful effects of environmental stress which can accelerate skin ageing.

Tri-complex Youth treatment
No less than 8 specific formulas adapted to the different targeted areas. Visibly younger
skin from the first treatment. The ideal cure.

Intense Hydration treatment
6 steps to quench, hydrate, and plump the skin. The treatment is full of concentrated
nourishing active ingredients, in order to make your skin comfortable and radiant.

Cryo eye treatment (ideal to do a series of 3 treatment)
The smoothing effect reduces wrinkles, fine lines and dark circles. Immediate cooling
effect thanks to exclusive Sothys modeling porcelains. The results are visible from the
first treatment.

Combined Intense Hydration + Cryo eyes      

Fundamental treatment 
Personalized care based on your skin diagnosis. Targeted care to meet all your specific
needs.

Organics treatment
A fresh-scented treatment to wake up the skin and give it an instant boost of radiance.
Made with products from the Sothys Organics® line, the perfect alchemy between organic
care and high efficiency: a certified ORGANIC and VEGAN range

Just For Men
A high pressure facial treatment, with woody notes, to reboot and detoxify the skin.

These treatments are carried out with the digi-esthetic movement
guideline, an emblem of Sothys know-how; for an optimization of the
treatment and the assimilation of the active ingredients. It combines

acupressure and massage techniques from the East and West.
 

The face

 1h30        165€

 1h30        140€

 1h15        120€

 1h15        120€

 45mm        75€

 1h30        165€

 45mm        80€

 45mm        85€

 60mm        95€

Offered with this treatment 1 hour access to the Wellness area



Rituals

The Treasures of the Dead Sea
Exfoliation with salts, a 100% natural Dead Sea mud wrap, followed by a relaxing
massage with essential oils from head to toe. This treatment provides lightness and
overall well-being.

Hanakasumi "Japan"  
A unique Japanese-inspired protocol combining a double manual and glove
exfoliation, followed by a manual massage, a porcelain massage, and foot
reflexology; with the sweet scents of cherry blossoms and Lotus.

Slimming  Silhouette Treatment
An invigorating and gourmet exfoliation phase followed by a massage on the targeted
areas with the exclusive Sothys Limoges porcelain body massage accessory. With a
combination of organic mandarin, cypress, lemon, camphor, and geranium essential
oils; ingredients all recognized for their slimming properties.

Cares 

Sweet and Salty scrub
A gentle exfoliation with blond sugar and sea salts for velvety skin

Wrap
A Moisturizing and nourishing wrap applied warm to the skin for a guaranteed soft
skin result

      

The body

 1h45        170€

 60mm        110€

 20mm        50€

 60mm        110€

 20mm        50€

Formula

Exfoliation + Massage or Wrap + Massage
 
Exfoliation + Massage + Wrap

Back massage + mud wrap 

 1h15        145€

 1h30        165€

 50mm        95€

With this treatment, enjoy 1 hour access
to the Wellness area offered



Waxing 
Lips or eyebrows or chin      
Armpits
Helf-legs / Whole legs or Arms                  
Back or chest
Classic / Brazilian / Integral jersey
*All our waxing is done with disposable wax

Aesthetics

15€
20€

30€/ 40€
50€

25€/35€/45€ 

Beauty of hands and feet
Beauty of the hands or beauty of the feet (without nail polish)    
Pretige foot Treatment 60 mm
Varnish application / Semi-permanent varnish application                 
Removal of Semi-Permanent varnish                              

60€
90€

20€ / 30€
30€

Our Spa is open 7/7 from 9am to 8pm. For your comfort and satisfaction, we invite you to plan your
appointments in advance as well as access to the hammam and the sensory shower, which are only
available upon reservation.
We thank you to introduce you 15mn in advance in order to fully enjoy your care.
Children under the age of 16 are not allowed in the Spa.. It is necessary to inform us of any particular
state of health at the time of your appointment (Pregnancy, allergies, injuries, circulatory problems, ...)
As a measure of hygiene, wearing a bathing suit and a shower are mandatory before using the Spa
facilities. A bathrobe and dedicated slippers will also be provided to circulate in the Wellness
area.Closed lockers are available for your belongings. The Management declines all responsibility in
case of loss, theft or deterioration within the Spa.
For any reservation a credit card or deposit will be requested as a guarantee.
In case of delay and in order not to penalize other customers, the care will be reduced by that much but
invoiced in its entirety. For any group booking (from 3 persons ) 50% of the amount of the treatments
will be charged and non refundable in case of cancellation less than 72h or no. 
Any cancellation or postponement of appointment less than 24h in advance will be charged at 50%.
In case of no show or cancellation less than 12h in advance the care will be charged in full.
In case of inappropriate gestures or words the care will be immediately interrupted and invoiced in its
entirety.
To respect the peace of place, please turn off your mobile phone in the Spa.
Our care can be the subject of gift vouchers valid for 1 year and non-refundable. 

Photos credit : Jean François Verganti - Retouched photos

Practical informations 

Spa La Villa Port d'Antibes - 6 avenue Frédéric Mistral - Antibes
SAS La Villa Port d'Antibes- Capital social 10 000€ -  RCS : Antibes B 838 237 642
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